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Primary Family Relationship Words 
 

FAMILY: Family, father, mother, child, daughter, sister, son, brother, stepfather, 
stepmother, stepbrother, stepsister, half-sister, half-brother, grandmother, grandfather, 
aunt, uncle, nephew, niece, cousin 
 
VALUES: Commitment, Duty, loyalty, obedience, trust, unconditional acceptance, Unity   
 
SOCIAL SKILLS: Cooperate, cooperative, cooperation, courtesy, courteous, discuss, 
discussion, discourse, empathy, empathetic, express, expressive, friendly, helpful, listen, 
listens, listener, response, responsive, sympathy, sympathize, sympathizing, sympathetic, 
share, sharing, teamwork, team player,  
 
PERSONAL STRENGTHS: Appreciate, appreciative, appreciation, appreciated, 
assertion, assertive, assured, assuring, astute, brave, calm, courage, courageous, 
encourage, encouraged, encouragement, encouraging, friendly, flexible, harmony, 
harmonious, independence, independent, initiative, initiates, introspect, introspective, 
insight, insightful, intimate, intimacy, intuition, intuitive, nurture, nurturing, nurtured, 
patient, patience, persevere, persevering, perseverance, reflect, reflective, relax, relaxing, 
relaxed, responsible, responsive, strong, strength, support, supportive, supporting, 
supported, tuned-in, understand, understanding, understood. 
 
EMOTIONAL CHALLENGES: Aggressive, aggression, argue, argumentative, anger, 
angry, apprehensive, apprehension, anxiety, anxious, confused, bitter, confusion, 
defiance, defiant, depress, depressing, depressed, detach, detachment, detached, diminish, 
diminishing, diminished, discourage, discouraging, discouraged, fear, fearful, feared, 
frighten, frightening, frightened, frustrate, frustration, frustrating, frustrated, inhibit, 
inhibition, inhibiting, inhibited, ignore, ignorance, ignorant, ignoring, ignored, impulse, 
impulsive, inundate, inundating, inundated, inflexible, intimidate, intimidating, 
intimidated, marginal, marginalized, misunderstood, misunderstanding, mute, passive, 
overwhelm, overwhelming, overwhelmed, perseverate, perseverating, resent, resentment, 
resentful, resented, tantrum, undisciplined, unresponsive, vulnerable, vulnerability, weak, 
withdrawn 
 
PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS: Analyze, Analytical, Antecedent, anticipate, 
anticipation, anticipating, boundaries, chemical imbalance, conscious, consciousness, 
cycle, cycles, cyclical, cycling, defuse, de-escalate, define, defining, defined, defense, 
defensive, defense mechanism, discipline, disciplined, self-discipline, feedback, frame, 
framing, framed, formulate, formulating, integrate, integrating, integration, integrated, 
internalize, internalization, internalizing, intervention, intervening, introspection, listen, 
listening, listener, magnify, magnifying, maintain, maintaining, organize, organizing, 
organized, outcome, preventative, projection, projecting, plan, planning self, self-
discipline, self-esteem, self-help skills, self-doubt, self-defeating, shape, shaping, shaped, 
struggle, struggling, structure, structuring, structured, subconscious, sustaining, 
transition, transitional,  transitioning, trigger, triggered, viewpoint, vision, visualize, 
visualizing, unify, unifying, unified, weakness  
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NEUROLOGICAL ASPECTS:  Auditory, cue, cuing, genetics, neurological, neuron, 
neuronets, process, processing, sensory, tactile, visual 
 
SPIRITUAL CONSIDERATIONS: Acceptance, accepting, balance, balance, balancing, 
balanced, community, connect, connection, connected, overview, open minded, respect, 
respectful, self, self-realize, union, unifying, unity, unified 
 


